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Dear friend,

Very often, chance conversations can lead up to meaningful ones that, in 
turn, lead to new connections and, in the end, a new project - sometimes 
all very suddenly. Bookaroo’s first edition in Vadodara was born out of two 
conversations - first with IGNCA (Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts) 
and then Alembic City 

Bookaroo’s association with IGNCA goes back to 2010 and our annual meetings 
usually have a one-point agenda - to chalk out plans for the Delhi edition of 
India’s first children’s literature festival. Late last year, in the annual meeting, it 
emerged that Vadodara had just become one of IGNCA’s new regional centres. 

One idea led to another and it was decided that Bookaroo must have an 
edition in Vadodara. IGNCA Regional Centre Vadodara joined hands in this 
collaborative effort to take the festival to the city, thanks to member secretary 
Dr Sachchidanand Joshi’s encouragement and support. Baroda is the third of 
Bookaroo’s three collaborations with IGNCA outside Delhi. The other two 
were Gangtok and Varanasi.

The second conversation happened on email just a couple of days before we 
left for Vadodara to conduct a recce for venues in the city. An exploratory mail 
that wanted to know if we would be interested in having a Bookaroo edition in 
Vadodara. It was from Krupa Amin, founder of the Art District, Alembic City. 
She invited us over to take a look at the space.

Fortunately, the recce did not turn into the long haul that it usually is. We 
immediately fell in love with the beautiful Space Studio set in the magnificent 
Art District in Alembic City. It was just the sort of place to kick off Bookaroo in 
a new city. What’s more exciting is that Space Studio is built from an Alembic 
factory which is over 100 years old.

This story will not be complete without a mention of Alembic Art District’s other 
founder, Udit Amin, who made the past-meets-present connect as seamless as it 
could have been, in just one meeting.

We won’t spoil it for you. Awaiting you is a treat as you explore the venue and 
the 57 sessions planned for you over the weekend. All sessions in this brochure 
are laid out by age and if you have any trouble locating the venue you want to 
be in, just turn to our ever-helpful young volunteers.  

Walk in and welcome a glittering line-up of authors, storytellers and illustrators.

Swati & Venkatesh
Festival Directors

ABOUT IGNCA 

The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), set up in November 1987, is visualised as 
a Centre for encompassing the study of arts, each form in its own integrity, yet within a dimension of 
mutual inter-dependence and inter-relatedness. Established under Ministry of Culture, Government of 
India, IGNCA serves as a major recourse centre for all the arts. It undertakes research, publications and 
documentations of various art forms and community specific studies.

IGNCA’s Regional Centre, Vadodara, is dedicated to promoting and preserving the region’s art, culture, 
lifestyles, literature and performance traditions. The core area of concern of the Regional Centre is 
‘Modern Art’. The Centre also undertakes cultural studies of the surrounding regions and conducts 
academic and artistic events for effective dissemination of ancient Indian art and knowledge systems; 
both tangible and intangible.

ABOUT BOOKAROO

Bookaroo, a public charitable trust, endeavours to make books come alive through interactions between 
children and creators of books and storytellers.

The festival, which has travelled to 13 cities (12 in India and one in Malaysia) and has completed 33 
editions in 11 years, focuses on ‘Reading for Pleasure’. 

Bookaroo is also a winner of the Literary Festival Award at the London Book Fair’s International 
Excellence Awards, 2017. This is the first time that an Indian children’s literature festival was recognised 
at the international arena.

ABOUT ALEMBIC CITY ART DISTRICT

Alembic City’s Industrial Art District is the historic location where Alembic’s first manufacturing plant 
was set up in 1908. Dedicated to cultural and creative arts, this new space, designed & developed by 
Alembic Real Estate, leverages the rich industrial heritage of the Alembic Group while giving the space 
a renewed purpose as a central destination for the people of Vadodara.

The Industrial Art District includes a uniquely-positioned artist studio - Space Studio, an amphitheatre, 
a museum, and a multipurpose hall and encourages stimulating platforms of engagement including 
events, sports, concerts, art exhibitions, cultural performances, and intellectual discourses.



SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2019
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14:00-15:00

KAHANI TREE
NON-VEG COW, BLUE DONKEY AND 
PINK CARROTS | Madhuri Adwani
Be ready for fun and adventure as Madhuri 
introduces you to some unusual animals and  
their weird stories.

TALES FROM GRANDFATHER |  
Mamata Pandya
Telling and retelling the stories of  Gujarat’s best 
known children’s author - Gijubhai Badheka.  
(In English & Gujarati) (Limited numbers)

15:30-16:30

CRAFTY CORNER
ACHOO! ACHOOO! AACHOOO!! |  
Deepa Balsavar
Who has the loudest sneeze - and the coolest 
mask - in the jungle? (Limited numbers)

AGE 4-6

11:00-12:00

KAHANI TREE
FINGER TALES | Yogita B Ahuja
Listen to Yogita’s puppetales and make some of  your 
own. (Limited numbers)

LOOK! WHO’S ROARING | Arti Doctor
Papa lion is wondering when his baby will learn to 
roar. Out on a journey to find the perfect call they 
meet many teachers but will they find what they are 
looking for?

12:30-13:30

AMPHITHEATRE
A WALK THROUGH THE WOODS | 
Dr Sherline Pimenta K
You must know the name to call her
Or she will disappear
So, come let me tell you a few names of  flowers
Blossoming at this time of  the year.
(Limited numbers)
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only 
limited numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.

AMEEN HAQUE 
can climb 

mountains, stay 
without food or sleep 

to listen to a good 
story.

ANISHA ROY  
can draw or paint 

on leaves, jewellery, 
diaries, envelopes, 

kettles…  
you name it.
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11:00-12:00

CRAFTY CORNER
MAKE YOUR OWN MYTHICAL TREE! |  
Team ACK (Archana Amberkar & Devika Soni)
From trees encrusted with jewels to those that have 
honey-filled fruit, Indian mythology is full of  fantastic 
trees! Join the team from Amar Chitra Katha and let 
your imagination fly. Create your own magical tree and 
give it a story of  its own! (Limited numbers)
Supported by ACK

12:30-13:30

KAHANI TREE
MOTHER TONGUE AND OTHER 
TONGUES | Yogita B Ahuja
Make friends with new languages with Yogita in this 
hands-on storytelling session.

WHERE IS MY MOTHER? | Arti Doctor
When little monkey loses his mommy, the folk from 
the jungle come to his rescue. Do they find mommy 
or are they in for a surprise?

CRAFTY CORNER
BEE BUSY, BEE HAPPY | Vranda Rathi
Let Vranda show you how with her deft puppet-
making skills. (Limited numbers)

14:00-15:00

AUDITORIUM
A WALK TO THE PARK | Deepa Balsavar
A walk with Nani to the park turns out to be a 
real adventure for Venki. Come, walk into the 
story and be a part of  the big picture. In fact, the 
biggest picture ever. (Limited numbers)

15:30-16:30

DOODLE WALL
CREATING CRAZY MONSTERS |  
Oddrija
So you are a superhero? Create your own crazy 
monster who will be your partner. 
(Limited numbers)

SESSIONS & VENUE AGE 6-8
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.

TEAM ACK:  
ARCHANA AMBERKAR’s 
artistic brush strokes bring 

Tinkle’s characters to life. Give 
DEVIKA SONI any situation 

and she can take it to  
the most melodramatic  

heights.

SATURDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2019

ARTI DOCTOR  
has done workshops 
for parents, teachers, 

students - and with 
underprivileged 

children.
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11:00-12:00

STUDIO
RHYME AND RHYTHM | Mamata Pandya
Have a rollicking time with words as they frolic and 
dance in poetry. Come, awaken the poet in you.  
(In English, Hindi, Gujarati) (Limited numbers)

12:30-13:30

STUDIO
TRAVEL THROUGH KACHCHH WITH 
KHARI | Team Kalpavriksh (Sujatha Padmanabhan 
and Jahnvi Sreedhar)
A young crane gets separated from her family. She 
looks desperately for them as she flies across new 
lands, makes new friends and has some unusual 
experiences. Will she find her family?  
(Limited numbers)
Supported by Kalpavriksh

14:00-15:00

DOODLE WALL
SUPPANDI’S DIWALI |  
Team ACK (Archana Amberkar & Devika Soni)
How do you imagine Tinkle’s goofiest toon spent 
his Diwali? Come and tell the world of  his (mis)
adventures by sketching them out on The Doodle 
Wall! (Limited numbers)
Supported by ACK

15:30-16:30

KAHANI TREE
COLOUR POWER | Madhuri Adwani
What would the world be without colour? The 
sky, skin and even the parasol. A look at colour 
beyond the festivity.

50:50 | Vranda Rathi
Best friends Banta Singh and Ghanta Singh 
decide to share everything in life. Yes, everything 
they had. Was that a wise decision?

AMPHITHEATRE
SECRET TALES | Bulbul Sharma
Come and meet the creatures of  the forest with 
Bulbul. Listen to their stories. Shhh… hidden 
inside them are some secrets too.
Supported by Goodearth Publications

SESSIONS & VENUE AGE 8-10

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited numbers. 
Please cooperate with our volunteers.
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BULBUL SHARMA 
often makes  

children paint scrolls, 
scribble on walls  

and on bits of 
cardboard  

too. 

SATURDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2019

DEEPA BALSAVAR 
has grey hair, reads 
comic books, plays 

hopscotch and  
loves candy. 

Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore, Eureka!, and 

get them signed 

at the Book Signing 

Area.
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11:00-12:00

AUDITORIUM
STAY HUNGRY, STAY CURIOUS! | Roopa Pai
Writer’s block? Wozzat? Find out how to nurture 
the sense of  I-wonder-how-that-works with author 
Roopa Pai and you will never be at a loss for ideas 
to convert into stories, poems or Instagram posts.
Supported by Puffin

DOODLE WALL
THE BOOKAROO MAP OF VERBS |  
Team Art1st (Likla & Rohina Thapar)
Look around you. There’s so much to see. Trees, 
turbans, a cat, a man picking his nose… Wait! 
Where? You missed it didn’t you? Explore Art is a 
Verb with Likla and Rohina. (Limited numbers) 
Supported by Art1st

12:30-13:30

DOODLE WALL
THE LAST PAGE | Anisha Roy
What does the last page of  your notebook look 
like? Ever tried adding some colour to it? Anisha 
tells you how this can be a treasure house for your 
thoughts and more. (Limited numbers)

SESSIONS & VENUE AGE 10-12

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited 
numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.

14:00-15:00

STUDIO
ZIPPING BACKWARDS: A TRIP THROUGH 
HISTORY | Dr Devika Rangachari
Are you a history-buff  or do you hate it? How 
much do you know about your past? Discover some 
weird, funny and sinister kings and queens from 
Indian history through a book, a quiz and a chat. 
(Limited numbers)

CRAFTY CORNER
FLOWERY TALES | Dr Sherline Pimenta K
The flowers are in full bloom 
Swaying gently in the breeze
Come, join me as I say hello
To the feeder of  the bees!
(Limited numbers)

15:30-16:30

STUDIO
MAKING OF A HERO | Nishith Mehta
Anyone - or anything - can be a hero. What’s your 
idea of  being heroic? Use your imagination and 
create a hero, with a little help from Nishith.
Supported by Goodearth Publications

SATURDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2019

DR DEVIKA 
RANGACHARI 
is a chocoholic, 

potato-fan and book-
devourer. She is never 
far from one of these 

three loves.

LAVANYA  
KARTHIK is a ninja 

warrior who speaks nine 
languages, sings like 

a nightingale and has 
excellent gardening skills 

– in her dreams.
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11:00-12:00

AMPHITHEATRE
WHICH WITCH? | Madhuri Adwani
What are witches really made of? Are they all cruel  
and evil? Or is there another side to them? Let’s create 
some witches and find out which one is witchy and  
which one is not. (Limited numbers)

12:30-13:30

AUDITORIUM
TALKING GANDHI | Jyotibhai Desai
So you want to change things around you and don’t know 
where to start? Meet Gandhian Jyotibhai Desai who 
walked in the footsteps of  the Father of  the Nation to be 
a changemaker. Share your ideas with him to see how  
you too can be the change you want to see.

14:00-15:00

AMPHITHEATRE
WHAT’S BREWING? | Rachna Chhabria
Take a gigantic cauldron, add a generous amount of  
mythology, a few slices of  culture, a little folklore. 
Mix well with a few pieces of  tradition. Garnish with 
celebrations and voila!
Supported by HarperCollins

15:30-16:30

AUDITORIUM
THE BEST MEDICINE | Roopa Pai
Join Roopa Pai in a fun, interactive 
session as she shares some explosive 
ideas on staying healthy, staying curious 
and staying inspired.  

SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 12-14
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.

TEAM KALPAVRIKSH: 
SUJATHA PADMANABHAN loves being 
outdoors, watching butterflies, birds and 

other insects, even listening to  
bubbling streams. 

JAHNVI SREEDHAR is a dancer and 
storyteller. Eating curd rice and sleeping 

are among her favourite activities. 
TANYA MAJMUDAR loves eating 

desserts, trekking in the rainforest to look 
for frogs and re-reading her favourite 

books from her childhood.
JYOTIBHAI DESAI 

believes that the best 
way to learn is to ask 
questions, experiment 

and experience.



Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore, Eureka!, and 

get them signed 

at the Book Signing 

Area.
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SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 4-6

11:00-12:00

AUDITORIUM
ANIMAL CAPERS | Mamata Pandya 
Join the fun and games with elephants and monkeys, 
crocodiles and whales, trunks and tails, moos and 
achhoos! (In English and Gujarati)

12:30-13:30

KAHANI TREE
STORYTIME WITH STORYWALLAHS | 
Ameen Haque, Storywallahs
It is Sunday and Ameen uncle is here with his stories 
and songs. Sing along and have a blast.

WHERE’S THE MOON TONIGHT? |  
Arti Doctor
Maisha and her friend Uchli, the flying fish, want to 
go looking for the missing moon. How can  
they when there is no light? Want to join in on  
this adventure? 

14:00-15:00

DOODLE WALL
FUN WITH FACES | Oddrija
Make funny faces of  funny monsters in  
different colours. Oddrija will show you how. 
(Limited numbers)

15
MADHURI  

ADWANI likes 
enacting her 

characters and 
dancing her way into 

them. 

DR SHERLINE 
PIMENTA K has a 
Master’s in Visual 
Communication 

Design and a Ph.D in 
Storytelling.

TEAM ART1ST:  
LIKLA, an absolute 
bibliophile, lives for 

ideas! A restless explorer, 
ROHINA THAPAR often 

finds unexpected bits 
of herself in her lively 

illustrations.

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited 
numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.
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11:00-12:00

KAHANI TREE
VAARTA NO CHABUTRO |  
Ameen Haque, Storywallahs
Laugh, shout, sing and join in enacting the story as 
Ameen Uncle takes you on a story tour around the 
world. (In Hindi)

A GRUNT AND A ROAR | Vranda Rathi
The cleanest pig meets the mightiest lion. The 
stage is set for the duel but, hey, why is the lion 
running away?

12:30-13:30

CRAFTY CORNER
LET’S GO FISHING | Deepa Balsavar
Dive into a ‘fishy’, crafty activity with Deepa and bring 
your papier-mache fish to life. Who knows it may 
swim, fly or just walk out with you at the end. (Limited 
numbers)

DOODLE WALL
INSIDE A MAGICAL FOREST | Bulbul Sharma
Bulbul Sharma takes you on a journey into her world 
of  trees and animals. Join her to create magical 
creatures that live there. (Limited numbers)
Supported by Goodearth Publications

14:00-15:00

STUDIO
TREE TALES | Mamata Pandya
Explore and discover the magical world of  trees, by 
listening, and doing… (Limited numbers)

CRAFTY CORNER
LET’S TALK POOP! | Team Kalpavriksh (Sujatha 
Padmanabhan and Jahnvi Sreedhar)
You always thought poop was just yucky and smelly. 
Join us to discover that poop can be interesting and 
exciting. Get your hands dirty too, with a fun, poopy 
activity! (Limited numbers)
Supported by Kalpavriksh

15:30-16:30

DOODLE WALL
WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS MADE OF? | 
Anisha Roy
We feel sad when our dreams are shattered. But not 
if  you see the world through Anisha’s eyes. Join her 
to find out how she saved some dreams from getting 
flooded away. (Limited numbers)

AUDITORIUM
FEAR FUNNIES | Lavanya Karthik
What scares you - Spinach? Spiders? Dark rooms? Your 
math teacher? Let’s put some silly in your scary, with 
author and illustrator Lavanya Karthik.

SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 6-8
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MAMATA PANDYA 
combines her passion 
for words, nature and 

children  
as a writer, storyteller, 

environmental 
educator and  

blogger.

NISHITH  
MEHTA thinks the 

universe is made up of 
stories. And he wants 

to tell them all.
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11:00-12:00

AMPHITHEATRE
FULL STEAM AHEAD | Rachna Chhabria
Join twin ticket collectors Nikhil and Natasha on the 
Festival Express as it chugs across the River of  Food 
and the Bridges of  Fun. Watch the Mountains of  
Celebrations and halt at Environment  
Friendly Stations.
Supported by HarperCollins

DOODLE WALL
MAGIC MONSTER SIDEKICK | Oddrija
Every superhero needs a mate, even you. Create your 
own crazy monster who you would want to have by 
your side in all your adventures. (Limited numbers)

12:30-13:30

AUDITORIUM
ZIP! ZAP! ZAPOW! | Lavanya Karthik
Join author-illustrator Lavanya Karthik in a reading of   
‘Ninja Nani and the Bumbling Burglars’, the first in a 
hilarious series about a very special superhero.

14:00-15:00

KAHANI TREE
THE ENCHANTED WOOD | Dr. Sherline Pimenta K
Look around you, there are flowers on every tree, Come 
listen to tales about them, of  how they came to be!

IS TEN BETTER THAN ONE? | Priya Narayanan
Can you think better with ten heads or do more work 
with ten hands? Can you run faster with ten legs? Find 
out in this TEN-tastic session with Priya.

15:30-16:30

STUDIO
OUT OF THE BOX |  
Team ACK (Archana Amberkar & Devika Soni)
So, you think drawing cartoons faces or writing a story 
is tough? But what if  you could make cartoons out of  
simple shapes? And then play a fun game to come up 
with story ideas for your cartoons?”
Supported by ACK

CRAFTY CORNER
SEVEN WAYS TO PLAY |  
Team Art1st (Likla & Rohina Thapar)
Play a game. Play with friends. Play the drums. Play with 
your food. Come play with Likla & Rohina and find out 
how to bring their book, Art is a Verb, to life.
Supported by Art1st

SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 8-10

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only limited 
numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.

RACHNA 
CHHABRIA’s 

characters stalk her 
day and night, until 

she writes about 
them. 

When not  
drawing, ODDRIJA 

is noting down names 
of her imaginary 

pets and cooking up 
a Bengali culinary 

storm. 
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11:00-12:00

STUDIO
STRANGE TALES OF PEOPLE AND 
WILDLIFE | Team Kalpavriksh (Sujatha 
Padmanabhan and Tanya Majmudar )
Imagine swimming in a pond full of  crocodiles, 
walking with wolves or living with leopards! Meet 
the authors of  People and Wildlife who will tell 
you these and many such stories about people 
from India and their special bond with nature. 
(Limited numbers)
Supported by Kalpavriksh

12:30-13:30

AMPHITHEATRE
WRITHE FUNNY | Priya Narayanan
Did you know that the funny bone is neither 
funny nor a bone? Put on your shrinking taps 
and get ready for the ten tricks of  writing funny. 
(Limited numbers)

14:00-15:00

AMPHITHEATRE
MOMLY AND DADLY | Madhuri Adwani
All of  us have stories about moms and dads. Come, 
share yours in this exciting writing workshop with 
Madhuri Adwani. Who knows, you might learn a 
trick or two to manage them better.
(Limited numbers)

15:30-16:30

KAHANI TREE
KAHANI KI POTLI | Ameen Haque, Storywallahs
Aao kahaani sunne chalen. Gaana gaane chalen. 
Masti karne chalen. Hasne Hasaane chale.  
(In Hindi)

HEAVENLY HALWA | Vranda Rathi
How far would you go to taste the best halwa? Well, 
Chabbu decided to go a really, really long way. 

SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 10-12
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ROOPA PAI  
has written on sci-fi 

fantasy, history, maths, 
science, economics, 
life skills, medicine 

and philosophy

Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore, Eureka!, and 

get them signed 

at the Book Signing 

Area.

ONGOING ACTIVITY

SCROLL STROLL | Deepa Balsavar and friends

Join Nani on her walk to the park and draw everything that you see 
on the way in this never-ending scroll. 

A
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PRIYA NARAYANAN 
likes to travel solo, 

read and steal 
chocolates that her 

kids hide in all corners 
of the fridge. 

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions can seat only 
limited numbers. Please cooperate with our volunteers.
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11:00-12:00

CRAFTY CORNER
A GODDESS FOR TODAY | Team ACK 
(Archana Amberkar & Devika Soni)
Did you know that we have a goddess of  the 
forest and a goddess of  bad luck? Join the session 
to hear about some very interesting goddesses. 
The workshop will end with the creation of  new 
goddesses that we think are  needed in the world 
today! (Limited numbers)
Supported by ACK

12:30-13:30

STUDIO
PENNING THE PAST: HOW TO WRITE 
HISTORY | Dr Devika Rangachari
Do you like to write? Do you like history? Do you 
want to write stories on history but don’t quite 
know how? Discover how to write about the past in 
this creative writing workshop. 
(Limited numbers)

SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2019 AGE 12-14

All sessions on first-come-first seated 
basis. Some sessions can seat only limited 
numbers. Please cooperate with our 
volunteers.
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14:00-15:00

AUDITORIUM
HELLO TOMORROW | Srijan Pal Singh
How will cars of  the future look? Which are the 
planets that may get colonized in times to come? 
What will be the future sources of  energy? Find 
answers to these and many more questions with 
Srijan Pal Singh
Supported by Puffin

15:30-16:30

AMPHITHEATRE
THANK GOD FOR DOCTORS! |  
Roopa Pai
Join author Roopa Pai for a mind-blowing 
and entertaining romp through 2,500 years of  
innovations, discoveries, mistakes and triumphs 
that have made modern medicine. 
Supported by Puffin

VRANDA RATHI 
acts, giggles and 

plays with her voice 
and puppets using 

storytelling to  
connect with 

everyone. 

YOGITA B AHUJA 
loves to take her 

bagful of stories and 
songs to audiences of 

all ages, shapes  
and sizes.

SRIJAN PAL  
SINGH has worked in 
advanced sciences, 

is a technology 
entrepreneur and CEO 
of the Dr A.P.J. Abdul 

Kalam Centre.



If there is one thing Ameen Haque loves more than telling stories, it is listening 
to stories. Ameen uncle can climb mountains, stay without food and go without 
sleep to listen to a good story.

Team ACK: Archana Amberkar’s artistic brush strokes bring to life Big Baan’s 
many zany animals, the awesome foursome sisters Ina, Mina, Mynah, Mo and 
even the loveable goofball Suppandi - right down to his three strands of hair - for 
Tinkle. Devika Soni, a new addition to the Tinkle family, has brought many crazy 
ideas with her. She is the resident drama-llama. Give her any situation and she 
can take it to the most melodramatic heights.

Arti Doctor conducts story sessions under the Story Weaver banner in Vadodara 
for 3-6-year-olds. She has done workshops for parents, teachers and students, 
and is also associated with Pathshala and Pathbhavan, which work with 
underprivileged children.

Bulbul Sharma, who has written 20 books, often makes children paint scrolls, 
scribble on walls, on sheets and on bits of cardboard. She loves to walk in the 
mountains, making up stories. 

Deepa Balsavar has grey hair, reads comic books and plays hopscotch. Her 
daughter has to hide the candy otherwise it would be all gobbled up. You will 
usually find her among children, animals or the art supplies. 

Dr Devika Rangachari is an award-winning writer whose book, Queen of Ice, 
has been optioned for a movie/television series. A chocoholic, potato-fan and 
book-devourer, she is never far from one of these three loves.

Ninety-three-year-old Jyotibhai Desai is a freedom fighter, teacher, 
experimenter and a life-long child, always willing to learn, change his opinion 
and rebel. He believes that the best way to learn is to ask questions, experiment 
and experience.

In her dreams, Lavanya Karthik is a skilled ninja warrior who speaks nine languages, 
sings like a nightingale and has excellent gardening skills. Everywhere else, she is a 
grumpy writer and illustrator, who eats a lot of chocolate and takes a lot of naps.
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THE BIGGER PICTURE THE BIGGER PICTURE
Team Art1st: Likla is Art1st’s resident writer. From a past life as a dancer, 
she retains her love for movement. She is an absolute bibliophile, laughs at all 
jokes, believes kindness Is quintessential and lives for ideas! A restless explorer, 
Rohina Thapar’s design is a self-reflective process, a quest to understand the 
bigger picture. She often finds unexpected bits of herself in the lively illustrations 
that she makes.

Madhuri Adwani, a storyteller with Kahaniyon ka Adda, believes in addressing 
gaps - created by social structures like gender, race, class and caste-through story- 
telling. She likes enacting her characters and dancing her way into the character. 

Anisha Roy is a self-trained artist. Her speciality lies in bringing exclusive 
handmade art pieces using Indian art forms to everyday life… she can draw or 
paint on leaves, jewellery, diaries, envelopes, kettles… you name it.

When you love words, nature and children, what do you do for work and 
play? Mamata Pandya combines these three passions as writer, storyteller, 
environmental educator and blogger.

Nishith Mehta thinks the universe is made up of stories. History, Geography, 
Language, Maths, Science, Sports, Art, and everything else under the sun is a 
story worth telling. And he wants to tell them all.

Oddrija can drown herself all day in picture books and all things Calcutta. When 
not drawing, she is noting down the different names of her imaginary pets and 
cooking up a Bengali culinary storm. 

Priya Narayanan writes for both child-adults and ‘adult children’. She likes to 
travel solo, read and steal chocolates that her kids so carefully hide (or so they 
think) in all corners of the fridge. 

Rachna Chhabria’s characters stalk her day and night, until she writes about 
them. Beware if you find Rachna staring at you. She probably has plans of putting 
you in her stories - not necessarily as the hero or heroine.
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Roopa Pai has written over 25 books on themes as varied as sci-fi fantasy, 
history, maths, science, economics, life skills, medicine and philosophy. Her 
books are enjoyed as much by adults as they are by children. 

Dr Sherline Pimenta K, master storyteller at Kathanika, has a Master’s in Visual 
Communication Design and a Ph.D in Storytelling from IIT Bombay. Sherline’s 
interests include storytelling, story writing, illustration, experience design, 
communication studies, visual narratives and visual language.

Srijan Pal Singh was the Technology Advisor to India’s former president Dr A.P.J. 
Abdul Kalam and worked in advanced sciences. He is a technology entrepreneur 
and chief executive officer of the Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Centre.

Team Kalpavriksh: Sujatha Padmanabhan loves being outdoors, watching 
butterflies, birds and other insects, even listening to bubbling streams. She 
writes for children when she feels inspired, and the outdoors provides much of 
that. Jahnvi Sreedhar is a dancer and storyteller. When she is not acting and 
dancing, one can find her either reading or writing. Eating curd rice and sleeping 
are among her favourite activities. Tanya Majmudar loves eating desserts, 
trekking in the rainforest to look for frogs and re-reading her favourite books 
from her childhood.

Creativity is her blood and storytelling her soul is what Vranda Rathi believes. 
She acts, giggles and plays with her voice and puppets using storytelling as an 
interactive and fun way to connect with everyone. 

Yogita B Ahuja loves to take her bagful of stories and songs to audiences of 
all ages, shapes and sizes. The founder of StoryCircle in Ahmedabad, she is an 
accredited storyteller and an MBA.
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